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WELCOME FROM THE PRESIDENT
Hello Fellow ILACADA Members!
Happy ALMOST spring!!! I am trying to be optimistic and rely on a ground hog for my weather forecast, I mean that is
realistic right? I hope this new semester is finding you all well.
The ILACADA Executive Board members have been very busy getting ready for our conferences this year and a new
initiative. Keep reading this newsletter to gather your 2019 conference information! In regards to our new initiative, as you
know there are many more schools in Illinois than we have represented by our membership. In the spirit of increasing our
communication and sharing the professional development opportunities we offer, the ILACADA Executive Board has
decided to work on identifying contacts at all higher education institutions throughout Illinois. This is a huge undertaking
and will take some time but we are hopeful this will allow us to increase opportunities to our fellow advising professionals.
I will do my best to keep you updated on our progress. If you have any questions never hesitate to reach out to me!
I continue to be in awe of the opportunity to be your president this year. Watching as our fellow advisors strive to take
this profession to new heights is such a blessing. I plan to continue this journey through attendance of the NACADA Region
5 conference in Detroit, MI in March, the ILACADA Drive-in Conference in May, and the ILACADA Annual Conference in
September. I hope many of you will join us at these events. If you are attending the Region 5 conference, please stop by the
ILACADA table to pick up information on our social that Thursday night and get some SWAG!
Wishing you all a successful spring semester,
Melissa Franzen, ILACADA President
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BEST OF ILACADA: LESSONS FROM THE SANDLOT
WRITTEN BY DAWN HUCKELBERRY, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY - EDWARDSVILLE

Play is not frivolous. Recent research by the American
Academy of Pediatrics reveals that play helps children
develop language and executive functioning skills, learn
to negotiate with others, manage stress, and figure out
how to pursue their goals while ignoring distractions,
among other things. Today’s college students are
challenged to think critically in order to weigh relevant
evidence to make sound decisions, craft a sense of
identity that honors and balances their own and others’
needs, and develop intercultural maturity to work
interdependently with diverse others. Moreover,
successful transition occurs when students achieve full
membership into the social and academic communities
of their institution.
So what do these kids have to teach us about helping
students succeed in college?

Community is important. We help students find
community through the SIUE Experience, Focused
Interest Communities and over 250 student
organizations.

Mentoring bridges the gaps. Much like Rodriguez
helped Smalls become part of the team, students
connect with faculty mentors through research and
community service projects.
Learning to effectively engage is critical. To
traditional freshmen, an instructor’s criticism might
sound like the ultimate insult, “You play ball like a
girl!” Through advising, tutoring and counseling,
students learn to interpret feedback.
Students prefer a collaborative approach in
dealing with challenges, like when the ball went
over the fence. Peer Led team learning is in place
for many STEM courses and supplemental
instruction is offered for 35 courses that have high
DFW rates.
And like Squint’s plan to kiss Wendy Peffercorn,
graduation is the result of a goal, “Of course I planned it.
I’ve been planning it for years!”
Remember: “Everybody gets one chance to do
something great. Most people never take the chance,
either because they are too scared or don’t recognize it
when it spits on their shoes.”

"Advisors have such a unique role in supporting students, especially those of different demographic groups."
-Melissa Newell

ADVOCATING FOR UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS
DISSERTATION RESEARCH BY MELISSA NEWELL - UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN

What is an undocumented student, how do we support them, and what motivates us to do so? Through her dissertation research, Melissa Newell,
Associate Director of Undergraduate Studies in the Department of Economics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Ph.D. candidate
in Education Policy and Organizational Leadership, has found a variety of factors motivating advisors to increase their ability to advise
undocumented students. Personal, institutional, and political factors add to the complexity of assisting these students. Through her own research
and extensive review of previous studies and resources, she has uncovered a number of strategies for helping undocumented students.
First and foremost, Newell stresses the importance of knowing your limitations and being aware of the resources offered by your campus. You may
find workshops or panel discussions geared toward understanding undocumented students and their unique experiences and needs. Additionally,
ask around to determine which campus offices, administrators, and student organizations are best equipped to support.
So how can you be of most assistance? Approach these students the same as any other student. Ask questions , but don't ask about their status (it
is up to them to reveal). Provide clear information. Build a network of resources around campus. And, perhaps most importantly, do your research
before referring a student on. "I have often seen advisors just redirecting to the international student office, which isn't actually the best office for
them," reports Newell. When referring, Newell advises taking a step back in order to locate the best information and direct them to a specific office
or individual rather than simply redirecting.
For more resources and information on advising and supporting undocumented students, see page 4 of this newsletter. Please contact ILACADA at
ilacada@ilacada.org
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ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEWS
Save the Date!

Click here to
submit your
proposal!

Keep an eye out this May for calls for proposals for Annual Conference!

Do you have any special areas of expertise either in the advising world or higher education in general? Do you
enjoy presenting and sharing your knowledge and skills with others? Then we have an exciting opportunity for
you! We are looking for members to put together a webinar to share with our membership. This is your chance to
share your expertise with other advising professionals around the state.
To be a part of this awesome new professional development venture, then please reach out to the ILACADA
Professional Development Chair, Michele Aurand at MJ-Aurand@wiu.edu. We look forward to hearing from you!
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ADVISING RESOURCES

Advising Undocumented Students

Check out the NACADA Clearinghouse Resources
Attend the IACAC Sharing the Dream Conference
IACAC College Advising Guide for Undocumented Students:
Learn about YOUR campus resources
Build your network on campus and through ILACADA

What's Your Advising Philosophy?
"A personal philosophy of academic advising is reflected in a
positive, self-motivating statement of academic advising as the
practitioner perceives it. The advisor uses theory as a foundation
for approaches with students. The statement serves as an
explanation for the reason to take on advising responsibilities,
guides day-to-day decisions, helps shape advising goals and
objectives, and provides a solid basis for practice (Dyer, 2007)."
Ask yourself:
What do I want students to learn from their encounters with me?
How should this be learned?
Am I recognizing developmental stages and being sensitive to them?
How do I know if they are learning?
Dyer, A. N. (2007). Advisement philosophy. In Folsom, P. (Ed.), The new advisor guidebook: Mastering the art of advising through the first year and beyond (Monograph No. 16) (pp. 47–48). Manhattan, KS: National Academic Advising Association.

Tell Your Story
We want to learn from you! Tell your story by:
Submitting a proposal to the Spring Drive-IN
Submitting a proposal to the ILACADA Annual Conference
Writing a blog post for the ILACADA website
Submitting your research, presentation, and publication to
be featured in the newsletter to the ILACADA Board at
ilacada@ilacada.org
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